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Some basic reactions to get the chemistry started
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H + H  H2  
k1

grains

H2 H2+  
k2

H2+ + H2  H3+ 
k3

most of the chemistry that takes place 
in the interstellar medium proceeds via 
ion-neutral reactions

NO ENERGY BARRIER TO OVERCOME
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H2  H2+  + e- 
k2

Diffuse clouds Dense clouds

photons cosmic rays

Bill Saxton, NRAO/AUI/NSF 
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The Cosmic Cycle in Molecules
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Molecules seen in IR 
absorption and radio 
emission

K
2 10 4 cm-3

H2
dominant

sites of star 
formation

Cosmic rays create weak plasma
Fractional ionization < 10-7

Dense Interstellar Cloud Cores
Dense interstellar clouds
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H2  H2+  + e- 
k2

Diffuse clouds Dense clouds

photons cosmic rays

What cosmic rays “do” to molecules

AB + cr  AB+ + e- + cr  
AB + cr  A + B + cr  
AB + cr  A + B+ + e- + cr  
AB + cr  AB* + cr  
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Dense clouds

cosmic rays ionization rate: 1-5 10-17 s-1 [Dalgarno 2006]

H3O! (4), which in turn leads to OH (22). The observation of
H3O! would be a valuable diagnostic of oxygen depletion (25).
The reaction with N2 is similar to that for CO. It produces N2H!,
which can be lost by dissociative recombination,

N2H! ! e3 H ! N2

3 N ! NH, [7]

and by reaction with CO,

N2H! ! CO3 HCO! ! N2. [8]

Eq. 2 shows that the abundance of H3
! is a constant, increasing

with the ionizing flux and with the amount of depletion of the
heavy neutral gas components. For " " 5 # 10$17 s$1 and no
depletion, n(H3

!) " 5 # 10$5 cm$3.
With increasing depletion dissociative recombination

H3
! ! e3 H ! H2 [9]

3 H ! H ! H [10]

becomes significant. The rate of 9 and 10 was once thought to be
negligible. It is now known to be rapid (26), and most of the early
estimates of " in diffuse clouds are too small. If # is the rate
coefficient of 9 and 10 combined, the abundance of H3

! is
given by

n%H3
!& $ "n%H2&!" #

X

n%X&k%X& ! #n%e&$ , [11]

where n(e) is the electron number density.
Positive ions X! may also be removed by charge transfer with

metal atoms M,

X! ! M3 X ! M!. [12]

A simple model of the effects of charge transfer was given by
Oppenheimer and Dalgarno (27), and more complex studies of
its influence on the ionization balance of protoplanetary discs
have been carried out by Fromang et al. (28) and by Ilgner and
Nelson (29, 30). The ionization source is cosmic rays and x-rays
from the parent star (31). If k(M) is the rate coefficient of 12,

n%H3
!& $ "n%H2&!" #

X

n%X&k%X&

! #
M

n%M&k%M& ! #n%e&$ . [13]

The metal ions are unreactive and recombine slowly by radiative
recombination and dielectronic recombination,

M! ! e3 M ! %. [14]

The molecular ions and the metal ions may also be removed by
neutralization on grain surfaces (27, 32).

The ionization balance and the ion distribution may be greatly
modified by the presence of large molecules such as the poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). PAHs are expected to be
present in dense interstellar clouds (33). PAHs have ionization
potentials of typically 6.5 eV, and charge transfer

M! ! PAH3 M ! PAH! [15]

will occur for most of the interstellar ions. The PAH! ions will
be removed by recombination with electrons and by mutual
neutralization with anions PAH$,

PAH! ! PAH$3 PAH products, [16]

formed by attachment processes

e ! PAH3 PAH$ [17]

(34, 35). The equilibrium abundance of H3
! may be written

n%H3
!& $ "n%H2&! " #

X

n%X&k%X& ! #
M

n%M&k%M&

! #n%e& ! k0n%PAH& ! k1n%PAH$&$ , [18]

where k0 is the rate coefficient of

H3
! ! PAH3 H2 ! (H ! PAH)! [19]

and k1 is the rate coefficient of

H3
! ! PAH$3 H2 ! H ! PAH. [20]

Model chemistries of dense clouds appear not to include reac-
tions involving PAHs, presumably on the assumption that any
PAH molecules that are present are absorbed onto grains and do
not remain in the gas phase. Their influence could be substantial
(36). Recombination onto grain surfaces may be still more
significant (27, 32). We add n(g)k(g) to the denominator of Eq.
18. Inclusion of any metals or PAHs or grains will increase the
inferred ionization rate.

The possible effects of depletion, metals, large molecules, and
grains can be assessed by a consideration of the deuteration of
molecular ions by fractionation processes. Observations show
that the ratio of the abundances of molecular ions such as DCO!

to HCO! and neutral molecules such as H2CO and HDCO is
often much enhanced above the cosmic [D%H] ratio. Doubly and
triply deuterated isotopologs have also been detected (37). The
fractionation is driven by the exothermic reaction (38)

H3
! ! HD3 H2D! ! H2. [21]

H2D! is removed by the reverse reaction

H2D! ! H23 H3
! ! HD [22]

and by the same set of reactions that destroyed H3
!. We get

n%H2D!&

n%H3
!&

$ k fn%HD&!" kbn%H2& ! #
X

k%X&n%X&

! #n%e& ! #
M

n%M&k%M& ! k0n%PAH&

! k1%PAH$& ! n%g&k%g&$ , [23]

where kf is the rate coefficient of reaction 21, kb is the rate
coefficient of reaction 22, and the other rate coefficients refer to
the deuterated analogues of the reactions in the denominator of
18. The forward and backward rate coefficients are related by
kb " kf exp($T%T*). A value of T* " 220 K is usually adopted
together with a forward rate coefficient of 1.7 # 10$9 cm3!s$1

(37) although they have been brought into question by measure-
ments of Gerlich and Schlemmer (39). The consequences to
interstellar chemistry have been explored by Gerlich, Herbst,
and Roueff (40). They appear to indicate a small increase in the
ionization rate. The rate coefficients in 23 may be taken equal

12270 & www.pnas.org%cgi%doi%10.1073%pnas.0602117103 Dalgarno

proton transfer

dissociative recombination
with electrons

charge transfer and 
neutralization with PAHs

charge transfer with 
metal atoms

H + H  H2             
k1

grains

H2  H2+  + e-       
k2

H2+ + H2  H3+        
k3
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Chemistry on dust grains

Contribution from the surface need to be considered

Cosmic ray chemistry on dust grains 

Gas phase routes produce 

 many of the smaller 

 detected interstellar 

 species.  

However some contribution  

From surface reactions is 

also required.   

E.G to form H2    

•!The ices on the 
surface of dust grains 
are bombarded with 
cosmic rays. 

•!Chemistry occurs in 
the ice making 
molecules. 

Cosmic rays interact also with the grains, activating the  
chemistry on the surfaces
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 many of the smaller 
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From surface reactions is 

also required.   

E.G to form H2    

•!The ices on the 
surface of dust grains 
are bombarded with 
cosmic rays. 

•!Chemistry occurs in 
the ice making 
molecules. 
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Understanding those systems is quite complicated!

- produce a beam of cr and accelerate them to
high energies (Van Der Graf accelerator)

How do we study Cosmic Ray (CR) 
induced chemistry ? 

 To study CR chemistry we need 
to; 

1.! Produce beams of CRs – 
protons, alpha particles and 
electrons  

2.! Accelerate CRs to high energies 

Use particle accelerators  - Van der 
Graf Accelerators  
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Chemistry on dust grains

Contribution from the surface need to be considered

Cosmic ray chemistry on dust grains 

Gas phase routes produce 

 many of the smaller 

 detected interstellar 

 species.  

However some contribution  

From surface reactions is 

also required.   

E.G to form H2    

•!The ices on the 
surface of dust grains 
are bombarded with 
cosmic rays. 

•!Chemistry occurs in 
the ice making 
molecules. 

Cosmic rays interact also with the grains, activating the  
chemistry on the surfaces

Understanding those systems is quite complicated!

morphology
temperature

mixture

- prepare the surface (target) for collision
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Experimental Set-up 

To 

pumping 

station 

Rotary feed-

through 

Detectors 

(Spectroscopy): 
UV-VIS / FTIR 

spectrometer 
PMT 

Sources 

(Spectroscopy): 
UV-VIS / FTIR 
spectrometer 
Synchrotron 

Closed cryostat 

Resistive heater Au/Fe – Chromel 

Thermocouple 

CaF2 substrate 
Copper sample 

mount 

Ion gauge 

Cryogen  

input 

21.5 

Temperature controller 

•! HV (UHV) chamber : 

–! P~10-8 - 10-10 mbar 

–! Still 1000 higher than dense 
ISM ! 

•! Temperature 

–! Continuous flow or LHe/LN2 
cryostat 

•! 10K < T < 450 K 

•! Mimics ISM and star forming 
regions  

•! Samples onto a substrate 

–! deposited in situ by vapour 
deposition 

What substrate ? 

credits. Nigel Mason group, Open University (UK)
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Thanks!
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